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Breaking the barriers and cliches in the hard rock/metal scene ECLECTICA is one of the most original

album's of the past 20 years. Nightwish meets Evanescence meets Matrix Soundtrack. 10 MP3 Songs

METAL: Progressive Metal, ROCK: Hard Rock Details: THIS CD WILL BE SOON OUT OF PRINT - LAST

20 COPIES!!! After these 20 copies have sold the album will be available via digital download stores only

like I-TUNES. GET THIS ALBUM NOW BEFORE STOCKS RUN OUT! NIGHTWISH MEETS

EVANESCENCE MEETS MATRIX SOUNDTRACK!?! Critically acclaimed guitarist  composer Andrew W.

Bordoni isn't your typical "shred-fest" guitarist. With influences that go from Steve Lukather (toto) to John

Williams (composer) to Juno Reactor (The Matrix) and everything in between, his style is fresh and

original. Tired of the current "copy cat" music scene and boring instrumental albums, Andrew focuses on

creating something new and original yet somewhat familiar. His previous project "EARTHCUBED"

featured Kristin Lamb on Vocals and Violin and combined progressive metal with celtic and AOR

influences. His new project "ECLECTICA" features professional opera singer ROBIN WIPER and fuses

elements of metal, techno and movie score styles. Several songs from the new album "ECLECTICA" are

also going to be featured in the upcoming independent movie "THE RUNNER TRILOGY" from award

winning director Henry Lopez (Best Director/Best Short Movie at the New York Independent Film Festival

2002). "ECLECTICA" is in a genre of it's own combining many influences and styles making it very

difficult to categorize yet remaning catchy, melodic and somehow familiar. The best way to put it is to take

the vocal approach of "Nightwish", the commercial appeal of "Evanescence", the grooves of "Juno

Reactor" and the epicity of composer "Don Davis" from "The Matrix soundtrack" and you can sort of get

an idea... The amazing vocal performance of Robin Wiper, the groovy and powerful drumming of Todd

Sorensen matched with the guitar wizardry of Andrew W. Bordoni and the stellar production makes
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"ECLECTICA" a must have for any music fan! 6 Vocal tracks, 4 instrumentals and a fantastic guest

appearance of Maestro Shredder Matt Konfirst for over 50 minutes of amazing music! "ECLECTICA" is

bound to become one of the most original albums in years to come! (Comes packaged in a limited edition

DVD packaging (100 copies only) at approximately the same price it would cost you to download it)
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